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Abstract:

The planned Smart Meter rollout at a large scale has raised privacy concern. In this work for the first time
holiday detection from smart metering data is presented. Although holiday detection may seem easier than
occupancy detection, it is shown that occupancy detection methods must at least be adapted when used for
holiday detection. A new, unsupervised method for holiday detection that applies classification algorithms
on a suitable re-formulation of the problem is presented. Several algorithms were applied to a big, realistic
smart metering dataset that – compared to existing datasets for occupancy detection – is unique in terms of
number of households (869) and measurement duration (>1 year) and has a realistic low time resolution of
15 minutes. This allows for more realistic checks of seemingly plausible but unconfirmed assumptions. This
work is merely a first starting point for further research in this area with more research questions raised than
answered. While the results of the algorithms look plausible in a visual analysis, testing for data with ground
truth is most importantly needed.
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INTRODUCTION

The large-scale usage of smart meters measuring
power consumption at high temporal resolutions
(compared to yearly measurements) has raised privacy concerns (Lisovich and Wicker, 2008). The
most broadly investigated approaches are NILMalgorithms (Hart, 1992), (Zoha et al., 2012), (Kim
et al., 2011)) that aim at determining the appliance
use which is on one hand a valuable information for
commercial applications but on the other hand enable
attacks on privacy. NILM approaches typically assume a higher time resolution than currently allowed.
Because their performance quickly degrades with decreasing time granularity (Eibl and Engel, 2015),
other analysis methods have recently been developed.
While (Buescher et al., 2017) laid the theoretical basis for the analysis of the privacy content of
aggregated data, other methods use the load curves
to directly determine the occupancy of the inhabitants. Due to the absence of large-scale datasets, these
comparably young occupancy detection methods are
– compared to NILM algorithms – in a pre-mature
stage.
(Chen et al., 2013) developed a simple but effective, unsupervised rule-based algorithm using the
features average, standard deviation and range over a

time period of 15 minutes (with data being available at
a 1min resolution). It is also reasoned why NILM algorithms are not thought to be suitable for occupancy
detection.
(Kleiminger et al., 2013) tested classification
methods that use similar features. For testing purposes they especially created a dataset, called ECO,
that contains ground truth occupancy information.
Later these classification approaches were improved
in (Kleiminger et al., 2015), and several basic unsupervised learning methods were compared for available datasets with ground truth information in (Becker
and Kleiminger, 2017).
(Tang et al., 2015) developed a method that uses
appliance knowledge (mean and standard deviation
of the power) and get appliance switching events
by mode state decoding. With a subsequent human
action recovery process and time-based association
rules, occupancy information is inferred.
Due to the fact that ground truth collection is difficult, (Jin et al., 2017) uses multi-view learning of
the time and power views and corrupted learning for
unsupervised situations, respectively. When a limited
amount of data is labeled, transfer learning of SVM
classifiers is applied.
(Akbar et al., 2015) use classification algorithms
for occupancy detection in a smart office scenario.

(Hattori and Shinohara, 2017) tackled a problem arising when consumption values are measured
with both strong quantization (100Wh) and low timeresolution (30min). They created a smoother consumption curve that is better suited for subsequent occupancy detection.
While related papers deal with occupancy detection, to best of our knowledge holiday detection has
not been addressed so far. In this paper, a holiday is defined as a whole day with no one being at
home. Additionally, in this paper detection methods
are seen from a privacy perspective instead of aiming at practical applications like energy management.
Therefore the problem is inherently unsupervised: it
is assumed that privacy-aware people do not deliver
ground truth information about their location which
explicitly excludes people with permanently activated
GPS on their smart phones.
Since privacy invasion is expected to be done on a
large scale, the robustness of detection approaches for
many households with different characteristics is important. All the methods for occupancy detection are
only tested on small datasets that include a limited
number of households for typically short periods of
time (see Table 1). Additionally, often the time resolution is higher than for typical smart meter measurements. This is important since a low time-resolution
decreases the utility of edge-detection for derivation
of on-off features (Eibl and Engel, 2015).
Table 1: Datasets used in the literature.
N: number of households, ∆t: measurement interval.

Name
Offices
Tang
Chen
Chaney
ECO
This paper

N
1
1
2
1
6
869

Duration
1 month
1 month
summer
1 month
8 months
1 year

∆t
0.1 s
0.1 s
1 min
5 min
1s
15min

This paper is intended as a first, explorative step
for analyzing the possibility to find holidays from
low-resolution smart metering data. More specifically, the following contributions are made
• The difference between occupancy and holiday
detection problem is illustrated.
• A big, real dataset consisting of measurements of
859 households over slightly more than one year
is studied. Through descriptive analyses some
arising problems are pointed out.
• It is shown how an occupancy detection method
can be adapted for holiday detection.
• A new, unsupervised holiday detection method is
developed.

• The application of the algorithms on the dataset
raises many issues that need to be treated in future
research
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2
background about the NIOM algorithm for occupancy
detection is given. Section 3 introduces the dataset
and illustrates some arising issues. In Section 4, different holiday detection methods are presented which
are applied on the dataset in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion and an outlook is given in Section 6.

2

BACKGROUND

In principle, a holiday detection method can be got
by applying an occupancy detection algorithm on a
whole day. A day is then designated a holiday, if the
occupancy detection algorithm states no occupancy
for the whole day, this approach is called the plugin-approach. In this section the unsupervised occupancy detection algorithm NIOM (Chen et al., 2013)
will be described. In Section 4 it will be shown how
the plug-in version of NIOM can be obtained and how
the direct plug-in version can be improved.

2.1

NIOM

In the following part NIOM (Chen et al., 2013) is
described. Right before that it is important to mention that the dataset there had a one-minute resolution
which is a factor 15 higher than for of the dataset of
this paper.
NIOM is a rather intuitive rule-based algorithm. For each time point t, the past T points
{xt−T +1 , . . . , xt } are considered. Over this duration,
3 statistical features are calculated based on their inspection of their data: the average value Mt , the standard deviation St and the range (maximum-minimum)
Rt .
For each time point, thresholds τM , τS , τR for the
3 features are constructed. If the corresponding statistic exceeds its threshold, the household is considered
as occupied (ot = 1), otherwise not (ot = 0). A fourth
version combines the three features and detects occupancy, if any of these three criteria states occupancy.
This combined version leads to a considerable reduction in the false negative rate.
In order to fill short gaps between two time points
where the house is occupied, the full period between
two events will be considered as occupied if the time
interval between these events is smaller than 1 hour.
This step is not important for holiday detection, since
for there the whole day is considered.
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Figure 1: Description of an ideal household consumption with one clear holiday.

Finally occupancy is only directly estimated for
the daytime (6h-23h is used). The night time is considered as fully occupied, if an occupancy occurred
during the previous evening.
While the night is not directly analyzed with respect to occupancy, the values measured at night are
used in order to derive the thresholds. More precisely, the maximum of the corresponding statistics
of the previous night (1h-4h) is used as a threshold τM , τS , τR . The analysis of a limited number
of households already revealed that the results are
very sensitive to the choice of the thresholds. As it
is shown in the next section, using a day-dependent
threshold is certainly required. It is also worth mentioning at this stage that it is a good idea to leave a
time gap between the definition of day time and night
time.
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of the dataset enables a well-founded check of common assumptions.

3.2

Descriptive Analysis

The intuition behind most analyses can be explained
by means of Figure 1 which shows a seemingly typical household with largest consumption at noon and
in the evening at a lunch time which is common in
Austria. A long holiday in September can be easily
be detected. The consumption during night always
remains at a very low level.
While finding the holiday for such a household is
simple, this is in many cases more complicated. As
it has already been done for NIOM it is desirable to
set the thresholds dynamically, i.e., for each day separately. The need for this can be clearly shown in
Figure 3 which shows the maximum during the night
hours for another household.

DATA ANALYSIS

2.5

3.1

Dataset

In this paper, a dataset from 869 households in Upper
Austria is analyzed. The consumption of each house
is obtained over a period of 395 days measured at a
time interval of 15 minutes. In Austria 15 minutes is
currently the minimal allowed measurement interval.
In addition to the consumption values, through a poll
additional information about the households like the
number of inhabitants were gathered. The large size
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Figure 3: Season-dependency of maximum night power.

The curve definitely does not show a single background level with some noise added. In order to get
smooth, day-dependent maxima, one could estimate
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Figure 2: Background appliances and unexplained high consumption during different parts of the year.

the upper hull. While not only the maxima depend on
the day, also the deviation of the maxima from day
to day highly depends on the day of the year. Looking at the reason for this behavior, Figure 2 shows
that an automatic appliance is responsible for the second largest night maxima. A reasonable approach
would consist of pre-filtering such appliances which
is planned as one of the next steps the future and not
part of this first, explorative work. Even after having
them filtered out, the highest maximum whose source
is unknown remains there. It should be noted that
this household is not a single exception, also for other
households unexplained phenomena like this occur.

4
4.1

HOLIDAY DETECTION
METHODS
Holiday Detection

Holiday detection is similar to occupancy detection
and seemingly easier than occupancy detection. Instead of estimating the occupancy oid,t for household i
for each point in time t of day d, only the information
hid , if a whole day d of a household i is a holiday or not
is considered. In this paper, a holiday can explicitly
also be a single day.
Occupancy detection algorithms typically apply a
night heuristic which estimates occupancy at night,
if there has been occupancy during evening. In contrast, for holiday detection night values must be explicitly considered because high night values arising

e.g. from a kettle can by themselves turn a day into a
not-holiday.
Since the time interval is rather large, appliances
are not likely to be detectable by the consideration of
appliance-specific turn-on or turn-off events. Instead
the distibution of the consumption values of a day can
be described by percentiles. Some households have
higher occupancy during the day than others so the
choice of the right percentiles may be dependent on
the household. Without having performed extensive
experiments, first results confirm the intuitive hypothesis that the maximum is the most important quantile
of the day distribution for holiday detection.
Next, three ways how holidays could be detected are outlined. This also illustrates the kind of
choices that need to made. The first algorithm is
plugin-NIOM, where the occupancy detection algorithm NIOM is directly applied. The second algorithm, which is called MaxOnly since it only uses
maximum statistics, is essentially plugin-NIOM with
a small but important improvement. The third, completely new algorithm logReg can use more quantiles.
Two variations of this algorithm – one using only the
maximum and the other uses more quantiles – are
studied later.

4.2

Plugin-NIOM

In principle any algorithm for occupancy detection
can be applied to holiday detection. The application
is relatively straightforward: (i) use the occupancy
detection method to estimate the occupancy oid,t for
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Figure 4: Application of MaxOnly: red circles: day values, blue curve: night maximum, black, dashed curve: threshold

household i for each point in time t of day d; (ii) Assuming a perfect estimation oid,t ∈ 0, 1 consequently
day d is determined as a holiday, if it is unoccupied
for each time t of day d, i.e.
(
1 ∀t : oid,t = 0
hid =
0 ∃t : oid,t = 1
In this paper, this approach was applied to NIOM.
However, they had a time resolution of 1 minute and
in their experiments T was set to 15 which corresponds to a duration of 15 minutes which is just our
time interval. Instead of three features maximum,
standard deviation and range of the 15 values, here
only one value for this duration is available due to our
smaller time resolution. So in contrast to NIOM there
is no choice of the statistic for a 15 minute interval:
one can just take the value itself.
In NIOM, the night is considered as occupied if the
evening of the previous day d − 1 is occupied, so in
this case day d can not be a holiday! In this work, this
assumption is therefore not used. It remains that a day
is never occupied, if no consumption during day time
(D = [6h, 23h]) is higher than τ which is the maximum at night time (N = [1h, 4h]).

4.3

MaxOnly: Improved Plugin-NIOM

Stated in another way NIOM considers a day to be a
holiday, if the maximum during day time is lower than

the maximum during night time. From this formulation it follows that Plugin-NIOM will tend to underestimate the number of holidays: In a simple model
for a holiday all values of the day are modeled as
being sampled from a normal distribution with given
background value µ and noise σ. In this model it is
more likely (probability p = 12/15) that the maximum occurs in the longer day period 6h-23h than in
the shorter night period 1h-4h. In this likely case the
holiday is not predicted as a holiday by NIOM which
consequently leads to a low true positive rate.
The same simple model offers a possible solution.
Comparing the day values with e.g. µ + 4σ would declare only Φ−1 (4) ≈ 0.01% of the day values as indicating a not-holiday. However, it can not be done exactly that way this since the model is too simple as it
does not take into account the day dependency of the
night values which has been demonstrated in Section
3. Instead, the maximum day value is not compared
with the maximum night value but with the maximum
night value plus a tolerance value δ. In the experiments δ was crudely set to 0.1 kW considering values
of 25W as typical background noise. While this is not
expected to lead a high performance algorithm it can
serve as a first, simple baseline method.
The method is illustrated in Figure 4: In the lower
panel a day where a single day value is below the
threshold line is detected as a holiday (day values are
marked as red circles, the black, dashed threshold line
is 100W above the blue night maximum). For a com-

parison the upper panel shows the heatmap of all measured values. While longer holidays can be visually
confirmed, a confirmation can not be done for singleday-holidays. Section 5 shows how one could try to
validate the result. It should be noted that Figure 4
shows only a rather small fraction of day values, the
bulk of day values is above the upper limit of the yaxis.

Table 2: Training part of algorithm logReg (max).

Output: one classifier f i per household i
For all days d of household i:
• Initialization: X i =[]
• Separate the measurements of a day d into sets of
day and night values, i.e.,
i,day

4.4

Logistic Regression Based
Algorithm

Figure 4 shows some day values that are just above the
threshold line. In the approach above, the decision is
strictly binary, for ambiguous cases a measure of confidence in the prediction would be desirable. With this
probability one could distinguish days that are quite
surely not holidays, days that are maybe holidays and
quite sure holidays.
The key idea is re-formulating the holiday detection problem as follows: a holiday is a day where both
the distribution of day values AND the distribution of
night values resemble the night value distribution. In
order to assess the similarity to the night values, for
each household a classifier must be trained that takes
a set of measurements and outputs the probability that
the set of measurements are night measurements (Table 2). The measurements of a household are first divided into the day and night values.
Their distributions are described by several quantiles that are the features used by the classifier. For example, the 25%, 50%, 75% and 99.9% quantile can be
computed for of the set of measured day and the set of
measured night values, respectively. The 99.9% quantile is used since the maximum is expected to have a
high discriminative power. This is not so clear for the
other quantiles. In a first attempt to assess the differences, two sets of quantiles were used: logReg (max)
uses only the 99.9% quantile as feature for the classifier while logReg (more quantiles) uses the set of
quantiles above. For sake of simplicity the training
part in Table 2 is formulated for logReg (max) with
qQ denoting the quantile function that gives the Qth
quantile of a set of values. The feature vector characterizing the day values is labeled 0, the feature vector
for the night value is labeled 1.
Using these training data, a classifier can be
trained. In this paper, because of its wide-spread use,
simplicity and probability output logistic regression
is used as the classifier, but in principle any classifier
could be used.
Having trained the classifier, one now can predict
if a day is a holiday using the re-formulation which
is mathematically a joint probability (see Table 3).

Sd

i,night

i
= {xd,t
; t ∈ D } and Sd
i,day

i,day

• Get features: Xd
= q99.9 (Sd
i,night
i,night
Xd
= q99.9 (Sd
).

i
= {xd,t
; t ∈N}

) and

• Add two lines to X, where the last coordinate is
the label y
i,day

X i = X i ∪ (Xd

i,night

, 0) ∪ (Xd

, 1)

• Train a logistic regression classifier f i using X i

i,day

i,night

Treating day values Sd and night values Sd
as
realizations of independent random variables the joint
probability pid is the product of the two probabilities
for the two events that has been estimated by the classifier. In order to get a binary prediction hid ∈ {0, 1}
for comparisons with other methods a threshold τid is
constructed as follows. Remember that a day is considered to be holiday if a day is considered as a holi,day
i,night
iday, i.e. yd > τ1 and yd
> τ2 . Both, τ1 and
τ2 are heuristically chosen as a rather small value that
were gathered from the night values, more precisely
i,night
τ1 = τ2 = q25 ( f i (Sd
)).
The definition of night and day depending on time
of the day is the same as for NIOM (D = [6h, 23h],
N = [1h, 4h]). Another definition using all values
of a day would be possible where for example night
values are values measured between 23h and 6h. In
preliminary trials this variant showed less clear results which may be explained by variations between
people. While some people already have low consumption after 23h, some others still have considerable consumption during this time. So the time of day
between 23h and 1h, and also the time between 4h and
6h can not be safely considered as day or night for all
people.
While the resulting probability looks plausible
(Figure 5), no ground truth is available, so some
means of validation are required. The estimation of a
probability offers one way: sorting the classified days
d of a household i by their estimated probability pid of
being a holiday and visualizing the values using the
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Figure 5: Application of logistic regression: bottom: estimated probability for a holiday, red circles: estimated holidays

heatmap can enable humans to find possible misconceptions in this early stage of research. An example
for such a plot is shown in Section 5 (Figure 9).
While here the classifier can only be applied to
past data, it could be used to predict holidays for future time periods after all the measurements of the
corresponding day are available.
Table 3: Prediction part of algorithm logReg (max).

Output: soft and hard prediction pid and hid
• As in the training part, separate the measurements
of day d of household i into sets of day and night
values and get features but no labels .
• Evaluate the classifier f i for day and night values
i,day

yd

i,day

= f (Xd

i,night

) and yd

i,night

= f (Xd

).

• Calculate the probability for day d to be a holiday
i,day

pid = yd

i,night

· yd

.

• Determine the threshold τ

2
i,night
τid = q25 ( f i (Sd
))
• Binary holiday evaluation
(
1 pid > τid
hid =
0 pid ≤ τid

5
5.1

APPLICATION OF DETECTION
METHODS
Comparison of Algorithms

In this section the different algorithms are applied
to the dataset. The investigated algorithms are
Plugin-NIOM, MaxOnly, logReg (max) and logReg
(more quantiles) with 99.9% and (25%, 50%, 75%,
99.9% quantiles describing the distribution of measurements, respectively
The first comparison is made between PluginNIOM and its noise-tolerant version MaxOnly.
Plugin-NIOM detects considerably fewer holidays
than MaxOnly which can be seen in Figure 6. There
each point shows the estimated number of holidays
of a household. This behavior is as expected and explained in Section 4.3.
The next comparison (Figure 7) is done between
MaxOnly and the logistic regression approach that
only uses the 99.9 quantile as the feature characterizing a distribution. While overall the two methods
seem to estimate the same amount of holidays, for
particular households the difference in the prediction
can be huge. Since both methods only use maxima
as features we suppose that the very different way the
problem is modeled and thresholds are constructed is
responsible for these differences. With respect to privacy, the difference between these two methods could
serve as a first means to estimate the plausibility of
the result.
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Figure 6: Comparison of NIOM with MaxTOL

Figure 8: Comparison of results when using different features for logistic regression
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Figure 7: Comparison of MaxTOL with logReg (max)

Finally it can be assessed, how the effect of the
representation of the distribution of values using different quantiles affects the result (Figure 8). The difference in the predictions is much bigger than expected: using more quantiles leads to consistently
fewer predicted holidays. This result may indicate
that indeed the high quantiles characterize a holiday
better than the low quantiles: considering a household
with low average occupancy during the day, the 25%
and 50% quantiles during the day resemble more the
corresponding quantiles of the night values. A more
detailed investigation of this behavior is left for future
research.

Since the dataset is unsupervised, no clear performance measures can be given. Instead, as suggested
in Section 4.4, a heatmap visualizing the measured
values with days sorted by decreasing probability can
help in finding unplausible results. Such a heatmap
is shown in Figure 9 for the same customer as used
in Section 4. There, the black vertical line separates
the predicted holidays (left) from not-holidays (right).
While the order of the days looks plausible, the figure
suggests that the number of predicted holidays may
be too small in this case: several days to the right
of the black line look as the ones to the right. Also
the bottom panel of Figure 5 suggests that some more
days are holidays. So there seems to be room for improvement in the choice of the threshold. While one
could also inspect the original heatmap for plausibility of the result, due to the high number of days and
the corresponding low resolution the original heatmap
is only suitable to detect holiday periods longer than
one day.
These validation plots were investigated choosing different samples of households, e.g., households
with a high number of predicted holidays where the
result of the method was confirmed by the validation plots. Interestingly, such investigations suggest
some targets for privacy investigations: for example,
households with many holidays could be considered
as candidates for illegal, secondary residence. Illegal
secondary residences are a problem in highly-touristic
areas, where prices for flats are becoming hardly af-
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Figure 9: Validation plot: sorting days by decresasing probability to be a holiday; black line: threshold

age of pools during summer. This result would have
more impact if it also holds after automatic appliances
such as the one demonstrated in Figure 2 are removed
in a preprocessing step.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
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Figure 10: Dependency of holidays on the month

fordable for locals.
Finally, one can compare the results with other information that is available. While no dependency of
the number of holidays on the day of the week or the
income group could be seen, a clear dependency on
the month of the year can be seen in Figure 10, which
shows the number of holidays of all households depending on the month. A higher number of holidays
in summer as shown in Figure 10 is plausible and expected and therefore a sign that the result is plausible. However, this dependency on the season may in
principle also stem from the time-dependency of automatic appliances such as heating in winter or the us-

To best of our knowledge, this case study addresses the problem of unsupervised holiday detection from energy consumption data for the first time.
The available dataset is the first realistic (in terms
of number of households and measurement duration)
smart meter dataset that is analyzed using occurrence
or holiday detection methods. This enables the check
of plausible assumptions that exist in the literature:
some exemplary households were presented in order
to discuss issues like background appliances, daydependent background signal characteristics or the
existence of unplausible values. The methodological part showed that a straightforward plugin-version
of occurrence detection methods can lead to wrong
results but a simple ad-hoc solution could given at
least for NIOM. Using a reformulation of the holiday
detection problem as a classification problem a new,
dedicated holiday detection method is presented.
The unexpectedly large differences between the
results of the detection methods indicate that holiday
detection is not as simple as one might think. While

an inspection of the validation plots showed plausibility of the results, the choice of the thresholds and
the choice of the right features is critical but hard to
achieve in general. While one reason might be the
absence of ground truth information another reason
might be the diversity of the consumption patterns of
the households.
This work sets the starting point for holiday detection and raises a number of technical issues for future
work: modeling and removal of background appliances, choice of thresholds, feature selection, proper
modeling and smoothing of the day-dependent night
distributions, inclusion of other predictive variables
like day of the week and of course evaluation for labeled datasets.
Considering the privacy perspective it would be
interesting to investigate possible privacy consequences apart from the detection of secondary residences.
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